The Rationale for Rebinding at the Pierpont Morgan Library in the Early 20th-Century: A Study of Bindings by Marguerite Duprez Lahey

INTRODUCTION

Books in the Western world have historically been rare luxury items; for hundreds of years, they were mostly available to the wealthy or to those in religious communities. With the advent of the printing press in the fifteenth century, their status began to change, and by the end of the nineteenth century, they were no longer exclusive to a small segment of society. Graphic design historian Ellen Mazur Thomson, citing the work of German sociologist Georg Simmel, notes that such a change in the relationship between people and objects: “Endlessly changing fashion and its relationship to class now made the acquisition of objects and their display an occasion of some tension.” At the start of the twentieth century, the previous century began to be seen as “drab and anti-intellectual, anti-artistic,” and there was a shift away from industrialization and mechanization.

Until this point, hand bookbinding in America had been largely the province of immigrant craftsmen. With the growth first of Aestheticism, and then the Arts and Crafts movement, there was a sudden interest in hand-crafted goods, including books. In 1895, the bibliophiles of the Grolier Club began organizing the Club Bindery, going so far as to bring French master binders to New York to run it and, in the process, to improve the quality of American bookbinding. There was a sudden outbreak of exhibitions devoted to the craft, beginning with a display of bookbindings at Scribner’s, the publishing house, in 1895 and followed by shows sponsored by the Grolier Club, the Society of Craftsmen, and Houghton Mifflin, among others. In 1906, the Guild of Book Workers was organized to establish and maintain “a feeling of kinship and mutual interest among the workers in several book crafts.”

With such attention being given to the craft, bookbinding became a socially acceptable form of artistic expression for the upper classes, and it was not long before the immigrant craftsmen mentioned above were joined by home-grown products. This was particularly the case in New York. Even at this early stage, fine binding was a craft with a “strong feminine influence.” This was at least in part due to financial considerations. A 1905 article ruefully notes that while bookbinding is a fascinating and creative process, “Whether fine binding as a vocation or studio practice—outside of the regular binderies—can be made sufficiently remunerative to warrant those who have a taste for the art giving their whole time to it, is another question.” Meanwhile, as late as 1954, Lawrence Thompson characterized American binders as “(1) individuals with other sources of income, (2) binders attached to great special libraries such as the Folger, and (3) binders in shops maintained by Donnelley and Doubleday,” and acknowledged that “The predominance of women in the field of hand binding is readily explained by the fact that all but a few depend on their families, not on their craft, for their bed and board.”

Many of the women who took up bookbinding were profoundly influenced by the Arts and Crafts movement in England, and Art Nouveau in France. T. J. Cobden-Sanderson, a friend of William Morris and one of the luminaries of the Arts and Crafts movement, not only exhibited his bindings at Columbia University but also accepted several American women as pupils. Many of these women continued their studies in Paris and returned to the United States to take on their own pupils.

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY

It was into a world on the cusp of a new appreciation of handcraftsmanship that Marguerite Josephine Duprez Lahey was born on January 22, 1880, in Brooklyn, New York. Her parents were Isaiah Antony Lahey, a lace importer from Ireland, and Margaret (Maggie) Aytoun Duncan, a New Yorker of Scottish origin. She was the youngest of four siblings. Her family was wealthy; when her father passed away in 1913, he left an estate of $84,200.68, which translates to roughly $2 million in today’s currency. Duprez Lahey was very much a product of a privileged background: she spoke several languages (in
1905, an article described her as speaking “French, German and English and ... studying Italian”), played the mandolin and the violin, rode horseback, and knew how to swim—accomplishments that defined her as a lady of leisure.12

Duprez Lahey’s background was key to her pursuit of bookbinding. In one interview, Duprez Lahey acknowledged, “I did not have to depend upon its [i.e. bookbinding’s] rewards for my living, which was important; fine book binding offers an uncertain future because it appeals to a very limited circle of people with the means to indulge their fondness for books.”13 Duprez Lahey was wealthy enough to devote years of her life to taking classes and learning from others—both at home and abroad—and her familial relations were such that she was encouraged to do so.

Much like another dynamic young woman at the Morgan Libray, Belle da Costa Greene, Marguerite Duprez Lahey seems to have actively tried to change the narrative of her life in order to enhance her importance and interest. One newspaper article, for instance, describes her as being “of Huguenot and Virginian descent”—unlikely, given the identity of her parents.14 Another newspaper made much of the fact that her sister-in-law was the niece of the governor-general of Poland, as well as being the daughter of a Russian general.15

The exact details of her life and her introduction to bookbinding are likewise unclear. According to one newspaper account, Duprez Lahey suffered from ill health as a teenager, to the point that she had to leave school at the age of sixteen. Two years later, she read a newspaper article on bookbinding as an art suitable for women and was immediately intrigued. As one newspaper article put it, “Here was something in which she could indulge in the joy of work without injuring her health.”16 Another newspaper account claims that “As a girl she was taken to Paris by her father and there she discovered the art of bookbinding. She studied for a while at Adelphi College, but left before graduation to study binding.”17

Regardless of the exact circumstances of her initial introduction to bookbinding, it seems clear that she began taking classes at The School of Bookbinding for Women conducted by the Schleuning & Adams bindery in Manhattan.18 After two years of study with Alfred Schleuning, Duprez Lahey traveled to Paris, where it was generally assumed that there was a higher level of skill insofar as finishing techniques for books were concerned.19 Here, she had a harder time finding teachers—they were reluctant to take female pupils and "only agreed when she showed them what she could do."20 However, she was persistent, and her determination paid off. She studied tooling with Marius Michel, Jules Domont, Emile Mercier, and Antoine Joly; learned edge gilding from Chapiers and Koch; and studied design with Coulomb and Henri Noulhoc, who also taught famed Art Deco bookbinder Rose Adler.21 She continued to return to Paris to work with these masters every year for the rest of her life. It is to be noted, however, that she does not appear to have undergone a formal apprenticeship with any of these master craftsmen; rather, she trained with each of them briefly.

By 1905, Duprez Lahey was already the subject of a glowing profile in the Utica Sunday Tribune, which quotes Alfred Schleuning as saying, “I know of no man or woman in America who can do such excellent work in bookbinding as Miss Lahey.”22 It is not surprising that she eventually came to the notice of J. Pierpont Morgan, although the exact means of this introduction is unclear. Some articles suggest that she was friends with Belle da Costa Greene; others, that the financier saw a book she had rebound and was favorably impressed. However the introduction took place, Marguerite Duprez Lahey began rebinding books for Morgan in 1908, when she received her first commission in a luxe edition of Frédéric Masson’s Napoléon et les femmes.23

Duprez Lahey continued to work for the Morgan until her death on October 22, 1958. During her long association with the Library, she experienced the death of J. Pierpont Morgan in 1913, the transfer of the Library by the second J. P. Morgan to a board of trustees in 1924, and the retirement of Belle da Costa Greene, the library’s first librarian and director, in 1948. Over the course of her life, Duprez Lahey herself went from being a contract bookbinder to becoming the Morgan’s sole in-house binder, moving her studio into the building at 29 East 36th Street in 1941.24 Her stature within the institution was such that she even gave bookbinding classes to Frances Morgan, the great collector’s granddaughter.25 Outside the Morgan, she was equally famous: by the time of her death, she was widely acknowledged as “America’s greatest binder.”26

CHARACTERISTICS OF DUPREZ LAHEY BINDINGS

An examination of Duprez Lahey’s work at the Morgan quickly reveals a distinctive aesthetic style. Most of her bindings have a leather component, being, if not a full leather binding, at least half or quarter leather. The leather is usually left fairly thick except at the edges where it is turned in over the boards. The majority of her bindings do not have much cover ornamentation, although almost all have title information tooled (usually gold tooled, but occasionally blind tooled) on the spine. Some books, presumably due to their perceived importance, received elaborate covers with extensive tooling, such as a fifteenth century book of hours (PML 591), which has an elaborate gold tooled design evoking the aesthetic of Art Deco (Figure 1). These seem to have been much more to her taste—this is the aesthetic of the books she made outside of her work at the Morgan as well, as seen in the blank books left to the library by her estate. It is also the style of the books with which she chose to be depicted in the photographs surviving in her scrapbook. Many of the books appear to be tight-backs with raised bands, possibly sewn on raised cords. All have endbands, mostly sewn in the French manner with two cores and a front bead.
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Tight-back bindings today are somewhat more carefully considered than in Duprez Lahey’s time, since they can (as many of Duprez Lahey’s books demonstrate) have a tendency not to open well, particularly when the textblocks are comprised of parchment pages. This was acknowledged at the time: one patriotic British observer comments that “In ‘forwarding’, whatever may be the opinion of the layman, every expert knows that the English and American binders are more forthright than the French, whose books are apt to be weak in the binding and so stiff in the back (to enable them to bear the overdose of gilding) that they open with difficulty and in time break.”  

At the same time, however, tight-back books were considered more durable, particularly when they used thick leather, as Duprez Lahey did. Douglas Cockerell, the noted English binder, declared in his seminal *Bookbinding and the Care of Books* that:

> The polished calf and imitation crushed morocco must go, and in its place a rougher, thicker leather must be employed. The full-gilt backs must go, the coloured lettering panel must go, the hollow backs must go, but in the place of these we may have the books sewn on tapes with the ends securely fastened into split boards, and the thick leather attached directly to the backs of the sections.

It is possible that this concern about durability prompted at least some of Duprez Lahey’s binding decisions. After all, Pierpont Morgan’s purported aim was to create a library that would be an educational resource—his will stated that his collections should be made “permanently available for the instruction and pleasure of the American people.” A library that was primarily designed to serve scholars and researchers required books that were strong—and Duprez Lahey’s books were as strong as she could make them, even if they did not open well.

**DECORATIVE SCHEMES**

Duprez Lahey’s extensive use of leather allowed her to decorate the covers and spine of the book in either blind or gold tooling. Her fondness for gold tooling in particular is apparent in the mention she makes of it in almost every interview. Duprez Lahey was pardonably proud of her skill in tooling, and took care to underline the difficulty involved: “That book there . . . required just 374 hours to tool the cover alone. I was glad when it was done: it was like a load rolling off my hands. It was big and heavy and the constant pull on it exhausted me.” Her emphasis on tooling reflects her French training; as one British observer commented, “When it comes to decoration the French may be ahead of the Anglo-Saxon,” going on to say, rather scornfully, “France regards the bound book...
as a work of art—on the outside . . . to the tooler a book is something to look at rather than to use.”

This said, Duprez Lahey’s focus on tooling was representative of the tastes of the era. Cover decoration was the subject of great interest towards the end of the nineteenth century, and several of Duprez Lahey’s teachers were intensely involved in this debate. Marius Michel, for instance, insisted that a book’s cover needed to reflect its contents. At the same time, he was also a staunch advocate of the use of floral decorative forms, as opposed to direct illustration of the book’s contents. He advocated a thoughtful and subtle use of all aspects of a book’s binding, down to its color. As Ellen Mazur Thomson describes:

For Balzac’s *Eugénie Grandet*, Marius Michel thought that intense, vibrant colours were out of place. Instead, he suggested using brown leather and simple incised lines, with little or no gilding. On the other hand, Victor Hugo’s *Orientales* called for strong blues, intense oranges, pure green inlays and gold gilding to evoke this poet’s vision.

Duprez Lahey seems to have absorbed at least some of this teaching; Marius Michel’s fondness for floral forms is echoed in many of Duprez Lahey’s designs, and Lawrence Thompson notes that “her understanding of the texts of the books she has bound is often brought out in minute but telling details.” Not all of her decorative schemes, however, are easy to understand. Binders’ references to the book’s contents could be extremely personal and subtle. T. J. Cobden-Sanderson, for instance, once admitted that a line from Tennyson’s *Tithonus*, ‘grassy barroes of the happier dead,’ inspired his decoration of the cover of *In Memorium* with bands of gold-tooled daisies.

This said, some of Duprez Lahey’s cover designs can be understood as a commentary on the book’s contents. Possibly the simplest of these is a guest book she created for a yacht, which incorporated a design of a yacht on the cover, made with leather onlays (PML 50093—Figure 2). Most of Duprez Lahey’s cover designs, however, are more sophisticated. For example, MS M.334, a 7th century French manuscript copy of *St. Augustin’s Epistolam Ioannis Ad Parthos Tractatus Decem*, is bound in brown leather with French-style endbands of what appears to be plain, undyed linen thread. The only ornamentation is some gold tooling in the form of fish at the fore-edge. The fish are designed to mimic clasps (Figure 3). This decorative conceit evokes the idea of early Christianity through the iconography of a fish, while also reminding us of one type of early binding that may have been in use over the course of the manuscript’s life: the wooden boards binding compressed at the fore-edges with clasps. At the same time, the lack of colored endbands and the use of natural colored leather suggest monastic simplicity appropriate to the works of St. Augustine.
The volumes Morgan published on his collection of porcelain, *Chinese Porcelains* (PML 77706 and 77707) were both bound in a simple full-leather binding of “Chinese yellow,” with the Morgan crest gold tooled on the covers. The boards open to reveal elaborate leather doublures composed of several panels of differently colored leather, and gold-tooled symbols of “the emperors of the Ming Dynasty, the period in which the greatest Chinese vases were produced” (Figure 4). Duprez Lahey must have had these tools custom-made only for this book, taking the symbols themselves off the bases of the porcelain objects themselves. The center panel of the doublures comprises a geometrical gold-tooled pattern that gives a sense of three-dimensionality to the surface. This is enhanced by the fly-leaf, which itself is formed of yellow moiré fabric adhered to paper. The patterning evokes the three-dimensionality of the Chinese porcelain, while the Chinese symbols and the colors used create a sense of exoticism.

However, why did some books receive bindings that seem so appropriate while other books did not? One 15th century French Book of Hours, MS M. 743, was rebound in green leather tooled with rows of gold polka-dots (Figure 5). Even assuming that the circular pattern was a reference to the divine, the binding’s modern sensibility is incongruous when paired with the book’s contents.

Other questions abound as well. Why were some books rebound in such elaborate bindings when others were not? One assumes that more decorative bindings were allocated to those books that were considered more valuable, but exactly why one book was considered more valuable than another is not always clear. Contrast the above binding with the French Book of Hours mentioned earlier, PML 591 (seen in Figure 1). This book, with text dating a mere century later, has a full leather binding in brown leather with an ornate gold-tooled Art Nouveau design around Pierpont Morgan’s seal. The design continues onto the spine, board edges, and even headcaps. The endband is in two colors, probably in silk, and there is a floral gold-tooled band all along the turn-ins. This binding seems more in tune with the book’s contents as well as much more decorative. The floral elements, while distinctively Art Nouveau in sensibility, still evoke the natural world, and can therefore be related to the content of the book, while the use of extensive ornamentation evokes a memory of time when books were precious and scarce commodities, and books relating to religion were considered doubly valuable, often decorated with jewels, ivory, and gold.

**CONSERVATION CHALLENGES**

While Duprez Lahey’s bindings fit with contemporary thought and practice in the ways outlined above, there were certain idiosyncrasies. Some of these were faults in finish—while she was undoubtedly skilled at tooling leather, she was not always quite so neat when it came to other aspects of
finishing. The headcaps, for instance, in her bindings, tend to be unusually large and flat, coming over the endband at a sharp right angle. A fine binder could also quibble with her squares—the length of board that extends beyond the textblock at the head, tail, and fore-edge of a book—as these tend to be uneven. However, more troubling than these minor flaws are the structural problems with her works. As mentioned above, her fondness for tight-back binding made the books she bound or repaired very difficult to use. Most do not open easily. The case is particularly dire when it comes to medieval manuscripts on parchment. The torqueing of the pages as these are opened can result in ink and paint flaking off, causing damage to the very book the binding is supposed to protect, and making it difficult for scholars to access the material within. This is occasionally exacerbated by her use of stiff cores for her endbands, which result in books that only open well if that core is broken.

Duprez Lahey’s bindings can occasionally be difficult to handle, as well. The guest book she designed for a yacht includes a gilt paper ‘sleeve’ that folds around the textblock, presumably to protect the textblock from dust. This makes the book awkward to handle and maneuver. Similarly, a few of her gold tooled full leather bindings are encased in a leather slip-case chemise, similar in design to a ‘dustjacket’ and originally paired with a matching slipcase to protect the binding from abrasion. While the chemises do succeed in their protective function, they are somewhat stiff, with the leather at the spine in particular prone to cracking. Taking them off—as one must, to view the decorative covers—requires extreme care.

Like others at the time, Duprez Lahey did not leave much room in the joints for the book to open. This increases stress on the book when it is used, resulting in the joints being more prone to breakage. Finally, Duprez Lahey’s fondness for leather (and on occasion wood) has resulted in the paper facing the leather or wood becoming brittle and discolored due to the acidity of the wood or leather. This is at least partially due to the new methods of leather processing mentioned earlier, which aimed to “expedite the process and at the same time gain an unnatural evenness of color by the application of acids that have proved to be injurious and resulted in an inferior product.”

These issues point to one of Duprez Lahey’s key areas of weakness—her treatments are inconsistent. Binding styles do not always match the text date and style: as mentioned above, while one medieval manuscript may be in a binding that attempts to pay homage to medieval wooden board bindings, another may find itself in an Art Deco binding of green leather with gold-tooled polka dots. Similarly, Duprez Lahey does not seem to be aware of the links between binding aesthetics, structure, and function. While she may make historical references in decorative elements such as tooing, these rarely go so far as to coincide with the binding structure. Thus, a book that is elaborately tooled to resemble a medieval binding does not necessarily have the corresponding medieval sewing structure, endbands, or wooden boards. These problems are ironic as, in an interview, Duprez Lahey waxed eloquent on “the minutiae of historical accuracy,” saying that “only the French people appreciate and hold [these things] in due respect, for there is a disposition, even among the English, to depart from the canons of the past.”

Even where Duprez Lahey succeeds in following best practices, she clearly does not understand exactly why they are best practices. For instance, when discussing edge gilding, she discloses a technique for gilding edges without trimming them, saying, “Cutting the leaves would be a mortal sin. You see, all these traditions are sacrosanct; it is not just a mistake, it is a real culpability to make the slightest infraction of one of them.” Trimming the edges can remove marginalia and, in the worst cases, fragments of the text. There is a real reason for not cutting the leaves, but Duprez Lahey dismisses the practice as a mere ‘tradition.’

Finally, Duprez Lahey seems to have devoted a considerable amount of her time to rebinding books, rather than repairing their existing bindings. Much debate exists even today about the rebinding of books, which continues today, particularly in research libraries where “they strive to provide unimpeded access to scholarly books while maintaining those same volumes in perpetuity.” However, rebinding has long been considered undesirable; as early as 1905, author Fletcher Battershall wrote in *Bookbinding for Bibliophiles*, “As a rule, if a contemporary covering is still decently sound upon its back, it is best to let it stay there. One cannot better it.” Similarly, Douglas Cockerell castigated the rebinding of valuable books as “at best a necessary evil,” while arguing that “Valuable books should either be issued in bindings that are obviously temporary, or else in bindings that are strong enough to be considered permanent.”

It is impossible not to wonder about the bindings replaced by Duprez Lahey, which were usually discarded. In some cases, notes as to previous bindings exist in the museum catalog. Discarded bindings included a “French 15th century parchment [binding] with ties” (MS M.334); “ca. 1730 rough blind-tooled calf” binding (MS M.776); and “red velvet” bindings (MS M. 373 and 348). Why these bindings were discarded remains unknown, bringing us to the final problem with Duprez Lahey’s working practice: the complete lack of documentation. Duprez Lahey tracked her work primarily with a view to record payments and the service delivered. Thus, her receipts rarely mention even the title of the book, much less any detailed information—one from December 1911, for instance, reads, “For binding 1 volume in full red Levant, ribbed silk flies, style Francois I - $50.” There are no treatment records where the book is identified, the rationale for treatment noted, and the actual treatment described. Now required by conservation codes of ethics, “Such features are
designed to pin down decision-making by conservators onto a bedrock of empirical evidence, so that, for example, the future can reverse-engineer our present.”

In all fairness, these problems are not unusual for the time. In the last century, there has been a tremendous change in values and ethics in what is now called conservation, rather than bookbinding or book repair. In 1946, Pelham Barr, the Library Binding Institute’s first director, noted that as librarians were untrained in conservation theory and lacked sufficient knowledge to make conservation decisions, “determinations about which books to retain in their original bookbindings and which to rebind were randomly made.” It was only in 1960 that the first graduate program in conservation opened in the United States, and even then the focus was primarily on works of art, as opposed to functional objects such as books. A formal code of ethics for American conservators did not exist until 1967, and it was not until 1994 that the Modern Language Association adopted its “Statement on the Significance of Original Materials,” which affirmed the importance of saving as much as possible of the original object. All of Duprez Lahey’s ‘faults’ are entirely consistent with the era in which she flourished.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE PATRON

To what extent are the issues above actually traceable to Duprez Lahey herself? While the technical binding problems such as the uneven squares are ultimately her own responsibility, it is not clear that she was the primary decision maker when it came to the aesthetic and perhaps even structural aspects of the binding. There is, unfortunately, a paucity of data in the Morgan archives as to the specific decision-making process—as mentioned before, Duprez Lahey did not document her treatment or binding process. In the face of this lack of documentation, it seems likely that, were the binding decisions not made solely by Duprez Lahey herself, they were made by Pierpont or Jack Morgan and Belle da Costa Greene and conveyed to Duprez Lahey verbally.

There are indications that Greene and Pierpont Morgan were both closely involved in the decision-making process. Duprez Lahey seems to have been on cordial terms with the former as early as 1912, even mentioning in a letter such trivialities as her search for a Pomeranian (“for I want an English dog”). She appears to have consulted with Greene often, updating the librarian when she plans to order tools for Morgan bindings. For her part, Greene appears to have been deeply interested in Duprez Lahey’s work, going so far as to approach Anne Morgan, the daughter of the great collector, to ask whether she can arrange an exhibition of the binder’s work at the Colony Club, an exclusive club for women founded by Anne Morgan and her friends.

However high Greene’s estimation of Duprez Lahey, she did not trust the binder’s judgement completely. In a surviving letter to the librarian, Duprez Lahey mentions that she is sending samples of leathers and papers she is planning to use in the rebinding of a particular book to Greene for approval. Greene does not hesitate to declare her dislike of Duprez Lahey’s choices:

“I cabled to you on May 17, immediately after receipt of your letter, to say that I do not at all care for the end papers which you sent me, and would prefer plain paper used. I am sure this will be a disappointment to you, and I am very sorry; but Miss Thurston and I both found the effect very much mixed up and not at all appropriate for the volume. If my cable did not reach you too late, I hope you will substitute a plain cream paper or a pale yellow paper, instead of the enclosed which you wish to use.’”

Another letter from Duprez Lahey asks for clarification regarding the spelling of the name of Geoffrey Tory on the binding for his illuminated book of hours. That this was not considered a trivial matter is indicated in Greene’s immediate reply on the matter.

The intense involvement of Greene with the intimate processes of bookbinding accords with Duprez Lahey’s comments about her employers in various interviews. On the death of Pierpont Morgan the elder, she is quoted as saying:

“Mr. Morgan had a remarkable knowledge of the minutiae of the artistic features of my craft. . . . He also knew its canons, a rare accomplishment that shows sympathy with both historical and literary traditions. Every page of [Geoffrey] Tory’s illuminations bore the emblem of the \textit{pot casée}, his sign manual, which is so intimately associated with him. After the death of his little daughter Agnes, the artist added the auger, or toret, as a play upon his own name, and explained that ‘the broken pitcher represents our body, a vessel of clay, and fate is the auger which pierces all alike.’

I have woven Geoffrey Tory’s name into the cover design of this Book of Hours as Tory always did himself, but Morgan would not let me use the broken-pitcher emblem, for he thought it too personal to the artist to be used upon anything but the work of his own hands.”

All of this suggests that Duprez Lahey’s work was mediated to a considerable extent by her employer, Pierpoint Morgan—and by extension, Greene. This may explain some of the peculiarities of Duprez Lahey’s bindings. While not necessarily knowing much about the effect of different binding structures on varying textblocks, Greene and Pierpoint Morgan nevertheless had decided opinions about the visual appearance of the books within their library. Belle da Costa Greene, who was trusted by Morgan to the extent that she was the only one except his lawyer to read his will, was also in sole charge of the library, and her mission was clear. In 1909,
she wrote to Morgan that her goal was to make his library "pre-eminent, especially for incunabula, manuscripts, bindings and the classics." She was, in a sense, ahead of her time: one of her projects, a catalog of the first century of printed books, mystified her lover, art historian Bernard Berenson, who "saw the appeal of preprint books, especially the illuminated manuscripts that contained gorgeous, well-preserved pieces of art within their bindings. But he saw no artistic value in printed books, even the earliest examples."

If Belle da Costa Greene was devoted to her work, her employer was no less dedicated. While he trusted Belle implicitly, he was still involved in the process of acquisition, making a point of "never purchasing an object he or Belle hadn't seen." Although he had begun his collection by buying others' collections en masse, after 1908, the bulk of his purchases consisted of "individual volumes or groups of manuscripts purchased at auction or through dealers," suggesting a level of discrimination. He had a particular love for beautiful objects, and could be single-minded in their pursuit—one anecdote quotes him as follows:

I was told . . . in London, that the Byron manuscripts were in the possession of a lady, a relative of Byron, in Greece. Libraries in England were after them. I wanted them. I therefore, through the advice of an expert, engaged a man, gave him a letter of credit and told him to go to Greece and live [there] until he had gotten those manuscripts. Every once in a while, during several years, a volume would come which the relative had been willing to sell, until the whole was complete.

His son Jack was no less committed: he was "an ardent bibliophile" who continued to add to his father's rare book collection until his death in 1943.

However interested the Morgans and Greene were in books, they still were not aware of all the intricacies relating to a book's binding structure. As an anonymous observer notes in an article in Lotus Magazine, "The layman is not apt to distinguish between 'forwarding' and 'tooling.' He forgets that a book is a book, to be opened and read, and not simply to be looked at." This was a common failing at the time—Mirjam Foot, the noted book historian, quotes antiquarian bookseller Ernest Philip Goldschmidt (1887-1954) as saying that late nineteenth century bibliophiles were "too exclusively preoccupied with the artistic charm of their chosen objects, . . . too beglamoured with the reputed ownership of lovely queens and royal mistresses."

That this was a problem at the Morgan can be seen not just in Duprez Lahey's bindings, but also in a 1952 article by Morgan curator George K. Boyce which discusses the Morgan binding collection in terms of "jeweled and richly ornamented covers of heavy gold and silver," "ivory plaques . . . contemporary oaken boards . . . stamped and gilded pink doeskin . . . [and] several fine specimens of these Gothic book coverings, the cuir-ciselé, blind-stamped, and panel-stamped techniques which preceded the introduction of gold tooling." The bindings of books were only considered of interest when they were elaborately decorative—more humble bindings that are now valued for the insights they offer into the lifestyle of less exalted members of the populace were not considered worth mentioning.

It is not unreasonable to assume that this widespread perspective may have influenced binding decisions at the Morgan. It is perhaps this attitude that Duprez Lahey referred to when, in an interview, she commented that knowledge of book history was extremely important to binders in America due to American collectors' desire for books bound in 'historic' styles:

You must know the centuries when blind-tooling was the rule, and the centuries when gold was first used . . . You must know these things particularly for Americans . . . because Americans always want Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century bindings, even on new books. They do not realize that modern bindings are just as beautiful and infinitely more appropriate than ancient bindings. You can't get a French bookbinder to make an ancient binding today, and you can scarcely get an American book fancier to order anything else.

Still, the Morgan as an institution was better informed than others. Belle da Costa Greene knew most if not all of the book historians and bibliophiles of the time, including Sydney Cockerell (who "had 'an awful crush' on her") and Goldschmidt himself. Duprez Lahey herself included a clipping on the Cockerells' binding of the Codex Siniaticus in her scrapbook. The problem was one of a general widespread lack of information (and to a certain extent, interest) throughout the field in the relationship between binding structure and function, between aesthetics and use.

This points to another factor influencing the Morgan's bindings—their purpose was not necessarily only to make the books they covered functional, or even durable. With increased mechanization, the use of cheaper wood pulp paper, and vastly increased access to libraries, books were becoming more and more readily available. Thanks to increased literacy, more people were able to take advantage of them as well. As Kevin Dettmar puts it:

Not only, then, can the average man or woman in the street now read; he or she can gain entrance to free public libraries, as well. Together, these two developments lead to an increasing fetishization of the private, home library, for those who can afford to establish one: a place where cultural and symbolic capital are guarded by economic capital, and heavy oak doors.

Increased access paradoxically led to the fetishization of the physical book. If anyone can access the contents, status
needs to be based on something else, and in this case, that object became the book’s binding. Books became a source of status. The new focus on decorative bindings led to the use of books in interior decoration, to the extent that an anonymous author writing in Fraser’s Magazine in 1859 referred to “furniture books” which served as “a kind of culturally ostentatious furniture.” The focus on lavish bindings in his own time: “Our idle book-hunters . . . know about nothing but titles and bindings: their chests of cedar and ivory, and the book-cases that fill the bath-room, are nothing but fashionable furniture and have nothing to do with learning.”

If books were beginning to become fetishized, the Morgans collected the rarest, most fetishized books of all, and it was likely important that they be sufficiently ornamental. The fact that so many books were rebound—and sometimes rebound in elaborate covers—suggests that there was some small desire to impress the value and beauty of the books upon the outside world.

CONCLUSION

It seems clear that Duprez Lahey’s books reflect the tastes of the time, as arbitrated by the binder herself and her employers. While her work may not meet with the standards of conservation today, it did conform to the best practices of the day; and in many cases, the problems she faced are still the focus of debate today. As Michèle Cloonan asks:

“. . . should conservators be guided primarily by the aesthetic or by the practical? Is historical accuracy regarding the date of the item being rebound or repaired more important than the immediate consideration of the use and handling the item will receive?”

Duprez Lahey approached her work with imagination and creativity, while working within the limits of her own and her employer’s aesthetic tastes. While she did change the nature of the books themselves in doing so, one could argue that the books have already lost much of their original context. A manuscript that was once part of a monastic library has lost an intrinsic part of its history when it reaches a Fifth Avenue mansion. In addition, many books acquired by the Morgan had already been rebound at least once before their acquisition, including some of the books rebound by Duprez Lahey. They were already in bindings that were not original to the text, in which case, why should it matter if those later bindings were lost? After all, some of the eighteenth century bindings they sported would have been viewed by Duprez Lahey as lacking value and beauty—much as some view nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century bindings today.

Duprez Lahey may have caused damage to some of the books she rebound—a few have been rebound in recent years due to conservation concerns. However, this is not an unusual occurrence in the field of conservation and does not, by itself, condemn her as an incompetent worker. As Jonathan Ashley-Smith wryly notes, “It is not wrong to deliberately damage objects, we do it all the time through display or conservation treatment.” If it is acceptable to deliberately damage objects, how unacceptable can it be to damage an object through lack of knowledge?

Some of Duprez Lahey’s bindings are now considered to have artistic value in their own right. They are held specifically in the bindings collection, and were exhibited during the binder’s life. This accords with the fact that, by Cloonan’s measure, Duprez Lahey would be deemed more a bookbinder than a conservator:

Aesthetics affect the decisions made not only by bookbinders but by conservators as well. However, some restraints are imposed on the conservator, who must be sensitive to the dictates of the artifact and its probable use. The bookbinder, on the other hand, may be able to give free rein to creative expression.

Whether the bookbinder has a right to this creative expression is a discussion that continues to this day. In 2003, the “Tomorrow’s Past” exhibition at the Antiquarian Booksellers Association book fair in London showcased antiquarian books in modern conservation bindings. Its popularity led to the exhibition becoming an annual event, continuing until 2011.

When considering Duprez Lahey’s work, one uncovers more questions than answers. How should we view her role? How should her bindings be categorized? How did she approach the decision-making process? What was the rationale behind the selection of books for treatment, and for the selection of binding styles for those books?

Whatever our view of her work today, she was one of the most celebrated female bookbinders—if not one of the most celebrated bookbinders—of her time. At the Morgan, her work was highly valued, with Belle da Costa Greene describing her as doing “the very best bookbinding in America,” and in 1914, famed American book designer William Dana Orcutt mentioned Duprez Lahey as one of three binders whose work was highly prized by contemporary collectors. Duprez Lahey herself was aware of her consequence, keeping a detailed scrapbook containing numerous press-clippings and glowing letters of thanks from clients, which she later bequeathed to the Morgan. Her pride in her work was reflected in each binding, no matter how minimal: she
stamped each book with her initials at the bottom of the turn ins on the inside front cover (Figure 6). Where the book has been covered in leather, her name has been tooled, sometimes in gold, and where the book does not incorporate leather, it may be stamped in ink. It seems appropriate that all of the books she handled are forever marked with her name.
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